First Drop Wines Fat of the Land Ebenezer Shiraz,
2012
Background
Matt ‘Gantos’ Gant and John ‘JR’ Retsas are two mates with a lifelong commitment to making
kick-arse booze at their winery, ‘Home of the Brave’, in the Barossa. These are wines with
flavor, texture and a splash of funk, made with the best fruit from unique patches of the
Barossa, Adelaide Hills and McLaren Vale.
Arneis, Nebbiolo, Trincadeira, Montepulciano – it’s an eclectic bunch of varietals and
blends, but that’s what they're all about. This is booze crafted with a flair for creativity, a
twist of innovation – and a sensitivity for tradition. That’s right, it’s not all
Touriga/Cabernet blends, as the boys are just as mad about making the best Shiraz in the
Barossa Valley. Through years of dedicated vineyard prospecting around the region they've
picked out the best bits of dirt for this noble variety.
First Drop is about life, flavor, and fun – wines to drink!
If you've met these blokes or at the very least visited their website, you might have noticed
the pretty artistic approach to packaging too. Whether it’s the Hogarth-inspired Mother’s
Ruin illustration or the funked-up street art on the 2% Shiraz, this is booze that looks as
good as it tastes.
Winemaking
The Barossa is an amazing place with a diverse history from which a great community has
grown living off the Fat of the Land. Famed for its Shiraz vineyards, some dating back to
the 19th century, the wines from this small, but proud region are as unique and divergent as
its history and community. One can make such varied expressions of Shiraz, due to the
different meso-climates of district, the elevation range, and the myriad of soil types that
are to be found throughout the Barossa. The Fat of the Land series seeks to showcase the
districts of the Barossa, and the contrasting styles of Shiraz that can be made here.
Tasting Notes
An enigmatic expression of Barossa Shiraz, its mouth filling, fruit laden mid palate is
enhanced by complex flavours of earth, wet stone and hints of leather and spice. This wine
has been matured in 40% new French oak hogsheads for 20 months to further enhance its
inherent structure. A textural wine to be savoured now, or in 10 to 15 years time.
Reviews
94 points, Mary-Ann Worobiec (Wine Spectator Magazine):
"This red is supple and plush, with graceful tannins and ripe, succulent flavors of cherry
and cassis. Accents of dried violet, sandalwood and cigar box linger on the long finish.
Drink now through 2030."

Vintage: 2012
Winery: First Drop Wines (http:
//www.firstdropwines.com/)
Region: McLaren Vale
Availability: Available Now in
Classics
LCBO Number: 466169
Bottle Size: 750 ml
Composition: Shiraz / Syrah (100%)
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